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EXPANDING HORIZONS OF MIND

It is our great pleasure to announce the publication of
this special Series ~ featuring a Collection of the timeless
inspirational works of Reverend Dr. Linda De Coff.
The very first step in manifesting new good in our lives is
“Raising Consciousness” to the level of the Divine within, far
transcendent of any experience of the past.
In this series of Higher Consciousness talks, Dr. Linda
offers ways to accomplish, and how to align with the Highest
and Best in you.
~
Throughout Volume I ~ Each offering includes an
extensive talk on the Higher Consciousness Theme being
considered, along with accompanying closing meditations, for
incorporating deep within…providing easy reference for your
daily centering, while working on a particular theme.
In this wonderful series, you will always find very easy,
profound and practical tools for raising your consciousness to the
level desired, always illuminating “how to tune in” to
the completeness of the Divine-in-you. When aligned with
Limitless Truth, there will be nothing that cannot be achieved.
Join Your Mind with the Limitless Mind of God!
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INTRODUCTION

In celebration of new beginnings ~ Dr. Linda discusses the
Alchemy of Thought Patterns that need to take place in order to
successfully establish Highest Levels of good in your life,
reflective of the Divine Self within ~ ever one with God and all
that is Universal Love…unto limitless horizons of
accomplishment.
Rejoice in the “Unlimited” in you.
At the end of this talk, you will find a centering meditation for
grounding the Principles discussed deep within.
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“I Join My Mind With the Limitless Mind of God!”

L

ove is all that there is, and when this noble and lifegiving quality is all we are extending into our universe,
that is when we feel most true to ourselves, and the

closest to that which we are. In such moments, we touch the very
heart of God in us, and our life experience becomes magnificent
as we dissolve all barriers and align all with Divine Love.
We have been looking at the sequence involved in lifting
consciousness to its point of maximum awareness. The first step,
we discovered, was beginning to consciously identify with our
Divine and Unlimited selves. And now, from this free, evolved
vantage point, ~ we are beginning to use the Unlimited Mind of
God as our singular reference point…that Infinite Mind of Spirit,
the great I Am, and its great body of Divine Thought Patterns.
Now we are elevating our consciousness, striving to perceive and
to know what God or the life force knows about this universe and
about us and to think what God or the life force thinks and
3
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knows to be the One and Only Truth about us, each its very own
beloved creation. Now we are thinking in terms of harmony,
courageousness, goodness, completeness, the havingness of it all,
and the fundamental rightness of all being.
How do we now make that most significant chiropractic
shift in mind, where we newly empower our lives by learning to
feel, see, and perceive everything in our lives as good, regardless
of appearances? Strive to understand the magnitude of this Great
Principle of Conversion that cannot be understated. It is the key
force that begins to revolutionize our lives and our experience
when we can sweep up all in our minds into a radiant capsule of
inevitable good. The destiny of any experience lies solely in the
way we receive it. Are we knowing beyond a shadow of a doubt
that each and every experience contains the essence of some
good within and for us?
Now, when we are thinking this way, we find ourselves
at a new point of power, and we can begin to plumb the depth of
life-giving good that is indeed present for us to gain. We have an
open mind. We are open at the top as I've heard said very often.
Stay open at the top to receive of a new idea about a situation.
Thus, in this elevating process, we link up first with God,
and then we begin to think in terms of the ineffable and allencompassing wholeness, peace, beauty and abundance of the
Divine Nature. You can see and feel it everywhere. We bring our
4
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minds to the conscious recognition of the essential nature of this
universe, and we bring it into definite claiming for ourselves and
our lives as an integral part of the great universe that we live in.
Once we have evolved our minds through vigilance and
through conscious practice to join with the One Mind of Infinite
and unencumbered possibility, no longer relating to that limited
experience of the little self or the forces of popular beliefs and
notions of any time period or background, but to the Great Mind,
which we may use, and which every genius uses, every artist
uses…we become free of all restrictive notions of the past.
Poets use that mind to write their lofty poems, touching
our hearts and reaching far into comprehension of Spiritual
Realities, soaring on Unlimited Divine Inspiration. Einstein used
that great mind to receive of the glowing Truths of Light and
Energy that were already present in that mind. All great minds on
some level have stretched out to include, to listen to, to revere
this Greater Mind of the Universe, in which all information, all
knowing, every answer is already contained and already present.
What a vast resource we have.
We stop limiting ourselves by checking out our goals and
ideas, desires and aspirations with just our friends or limited
referencing with past personal experience, something that we
went through five years ago. Now, we stand pure, one with the
Infinite ~ the only reference from which we seek affirmation.
5
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We stand clear and strong in the Divine Presence now
with heart and mind open, saying, "You tell me. Greater mind,
you tell me what it is that I need to know. You lead me. You
guide me."
Once we have evolved our minds to join with the Infinite
One Mind of unencumbered possibilities, we are truly standing at
a point of all power, and we are standing and viewing from the
highest vantage point of conscious awareness. We are ready to
Expand our Horizons of Mind, to reach out into the cosmic
grandeur, to create with the Mind of God the greater possibility
for ourselves…. to encompass and embrace with our conscious
acceptance, heretofore unknown territories of good.
You know, I have heard it very often mentioned that
there is a nothingness. There is a certain nothingness out there, a
nothingness, a void, a great unknown with which it is implied
since it is so unknown, we must contend; or possibly, we may be
victimized by its purportedly chaotic and erratic nature, so we've
got to be prepared to do battle with this great unknown.
We have been raised to fear this great unknown, to step
forward in Faith… for possibly, if we do take a chance on the
new ~ the result may be something that we don't like or worse
yet, we may suffer dire consequences at the hands of this
perilous unknown, and the more one is thinking that way, the
more he or she gets stuck…afraid to venture forward.
6
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On the inner level, all these ideas have been instilled as
you have been growing up, from the fear of the people around
you. Now instilled in your mind, these paralyzing thoughts work
there in the subconscious and prevent us from moving forward
and from having a sense of adventure and free and High Trust
that the universe shall sustain us. The more I rise in my
consciousness, in understanding the true Divine Essence and
Substance of Life, I more I see that there is always and ever not
the unreliable nothingness, the fearful void, the dark nights of the
soul. We've all experienced those feelings, right? Yet, there is
ever the rich “Everything ness” of the Universe at our disposal.
Now, my teacher told me once, and his words just struck
me so profoundly, shot right through me, went through me like a
bolt of lightning, when he said; "Recognize that you are always
at the point of all creative power.” Thus, strive to realize that
whatever you set your mind on is automatically powered and
backed up by the entire universe. All creative forces are truly
ever at your command. We are never helpless. We are never in
the nothingness. Yet, we are ever in the glorious everything ness
in which we live and move and have our being, and which we
can use to manifest every form of good conceivable.
The fine white stuff of the ethers of existence ~ beautiful,
brilliant creative unlimited dynamic energy of the universe is
always at our disposal for higher molding and it is also
impossible for us to be separated from this creative substance,
7
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which we are, which we are one with, and which we use within
ourselves to bring out any new idea.
The Infinite is always providing us with expanded forms
of good for us. That substance out there, in there, and
everywhere ~ becomes expanded forms of good for us by means
of the patterns of our expectations and expanded thought.
In the Bible, there are references to right preparation for
the arrival of God (the many forms of Good in your life that have
not yet appeared, yet on invisible planes are always ready to be
on the way right to you) and the importance of the Divine Law of
Right Expectancy.

This pre-eminent Law of Creation is

embodied in the recounting of the vestal virgins with the lamps
lit with oil, preparing the vessels to receive.
Right Preparation of consciousness to receive of the good
desired is so very important. The consciousness that expects
good is going to receive that, and the greater the expectancy, rich
in Faith and certainty, the greater can be the manifestation. Thus,
as Spiritual Beings, we want to be in that sacred place always,
and at that point of all transcendent expectation.
When you are in that sacred place, regardless of whatever
is going on around you, the Truth of your Being, the Light of
Being, the mighty Light of your unwavering expectations, shall
eventually, if you stay with your radiant vision, take form and
you shall be victorious, for the Great Law is “As I think, so it is!”
8
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There never really is a void. There is always such
overflowing Light and richest Life, the Invisible Light of All
Creation, at our disposal.
And so, when you want to make a change in life, know
that all creative invisible potential is right at your command. And
this potential, in its inherent Divine and superlative nature, is
good and life-giving fulfillment ~ thus, it is through learning
how to direct the invisible stuff in conscious directions of good
increase that shall always bring to us greater terrains of good
being manifested in our lives, rich in the radiance of Divine Life,
infused with the Light of Conscious Expectation. For limitless
wholeness is the Divine Nature, flowing without ceasing. Good
expansion is what life is all about, and what the life force
perpetuating itself through us, by means of us, wants to create.
Realize, it is ever our choice as to what that future shall
hold for us, and never, not ever, are we subject to negativity,
save by our own fears. And as we all know, fear is just as
creative as Faith. Strive to live in a perfect alignment with the
lustrous Truth of Being.
Every time you think, know you stand at the threshold of
Infinite Possibility. At the dawn of a new idea, when you are
approaching the great unknown, affirm it good and great, rich in
Capacity, Divine Bounty and Grace, and you will be using your
powers of the great I Am, the Great Spirit that you are, the fine
9
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white stuff of the Universe in the way it likes to be used… for
greatness, fulfillment, overcoming, never-ending outpourings of
manifest good. Know, the Spirit of your vision goes before you.
Right now, declare that you accept no fears, no hearsay
that there is something about this great life to be afraid of.
Affirm the ever-presence of your good and your God and of your
very own being. Accept your authority and priority as a child of
the great I Am, working always with the Great All in the All.
Can you see that we are not victims of so-called fickle fate?
Yet now, in this way, through deepest heart connection,
we become conscious participators in the Highest Ultra Divine
Patterns and Laws of Creation and Fulfillment and we have
become a part of its glorious movement in, through and by
means of our very own lives.
How do we expand our thoughts once we have connected
to the Infinite knower of Infinite Good within ourselves? The
first is to be willing to receive from the great mind of being a
new idea about an old situation or a new situation, so that we are
not trying to repeat. For there is nothing in the universe that likes
to repeat. Once we have consciously made ourselves open and
receptive and willing to let go of all ideas of the past, we are
positioned at the right level to receive of the Greater-- and this
step of consciously opening to receive of Divine Inspiration is so
important. I have found myself at this point many times.
10
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This is the very important step of being willing to let go
of all your concepts of the past. For one thing, they indeed served
you in the past. They did their perfect work, so how can they
serve you now? Even at the greatest points of success, we need
to be open to a new and more expanded concept, to catalyze
greater awareness and the greater striving to include and fully
embrace and own yet another Great Truth. The more of limitless
Principle we can incorporate, the more expanded shall be our
every good experience.
There is a Law of Use in the Universe that says ideas
come to be used. Thus, use them when they come, and then
move on to contemplate the far more expanded possibility,
exceeding every good of the past… knowing the Universe is rich
and in the vastness of its Love is ever providing us with
expanded and ever-new possibilities of good, that we may rise to
heights unknown.
Whenever I have found myself stuck, chances are I am
going to notice that I am trying to repeat an idea. I am trying to
get a thing to take form in a familiar way to myself, or as I knew
it once, rather than taking a breath, opening up and stepping out
in the mind of expansion, and so I encourage you if you see
yourself in that mode, to just say: "Okay, I am brave enough, I
am willing enough to just let all of this go and just let a new idea,
a new and greater possibility, come into my mind”, and that is
what makes life so much more exciting, doesn't it? Because, now
11
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we are really into the rhythm of the Universe, and we are
constantly expanding and growing, so it is very exciting to live
that way, not into repeats.
Once we have cleansed our mind, we are ready to set our
vision On High ~ in The High and Holy Place, to commune with
Divine Spirit within. For example, let's say you are working on
some good you desire to bring into being, and you notice you
have some preconceived notions of how it ought to be, how it
ought to take place, what it ought to look like. It is then that you
go into the stillness and contemplate the Greater Idea.
Center in the great stillness within, and ask your Higher
Self in quietness, your Higher Mind, for its greatest idea for you,
the highest conception of fruitful outcome possible. See, we can
only expand by asking within. We cannot expand by struggling
with something out there.
We can only expand by performing the bypass. Bypass
the former experience and all outer influence, and then turn
within and ask for that idea, that vision, that solution, the greater
idea, the greatest possible concept. We have all heard this
statement: “The Highest is the Nearest.” That also means that
God is right where you are. So if you would just turn to that
Presence within, you can bypass a lot of the initial formulating
stages. Know God is right where you are. All is right where you
are. The most fantastic unfoldment for every single Divine
12
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Being, every Glorious Child of God is right where you are,
existing as a dynamic capsule of consciousness within you, rich
in all ingredients necessary for the most lustrous manifestation.
All we have to do is simply go within: "Hello? Hello?
What's next, God?" And, the Divine and incomprehensible one
of never-ending wonder will reveal to you the next step, the very
best for you. So let us stop looking outside. Let us be SelfReliant, radically reliant and dependent upon that which we are
for every next move in our lives, and if we do this with every
new effort that we commence, and we remain in the
consciousness and keep checking out with our consciousness
within, holder of the greatest concept for each and every one,
then you will have a success beyond all measure because you are
living the Life of God, which means the many names of good,
which means total success, total fulfilment.
In Step One of the Creative Process of Expansion, we ask
the Higher Mind for its greatest idea for us about anything, and
we are very interested. That is why we get quiet ~ because we
are interested in what that mind has to say to us, and we can't
hear it if our thoughts are noisy or we are distracted or we are
caught up out there, so we become very interested and very still.
And we listen with a keen ear for those whisperings of Divine
Inspiration, flowing through consciousness and heart, the
intuitive guidance that comes to us, and then, when we are in
Right Relationship with Divine Mind, in this consciousness of
13
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Love, the Infinite Supplier of All responds to us by supplying
that greater vision, that missing link, whatever you require.
Another great gauge for measuring the worthiness of our
ideas as a child of God and Divine Being is to compare it with
the Highest Divine Ideal. Hold your vision up and compare it to
the greatest prototype of all being, God, always equal to the
Highest Concepts we can conceive of. Does your idea measure
up to the fullness of Divine Potential in you? Does it speak of
Limitless Being? Is it courageous? Does it encompass more
good, more joy? Does it surpass every good of the past and take
you past a former limitation? Does the stuff of your thinking
vibrate with richest and most expanded thought, stretching to
envision yourself in new territories of fullness beyond
compare…God’s Perfect Idea of Wholeness for you? Does it
vibrate with increased peace, satisfaction, joy, completeness?
Does it reflect the affluent nature of the great Universe you live
in? Does it resound with the Dignity, Strength, Light, Life and
Love of the Infinite Being you are?
And is your idea colorful? Do you feel strongly about it?
You know, our emotions color and give density to our ideas. So
if we are feeling wishy-washy about something, and we are
saying, "Well, maybe it will happen. Maybe it won't happen. I
don't care."…we are leaving our Divine Right to choose the
Highest and the Best behind. If one is wishy-washy, the
wonderful God-Idea has no power in it, only providing very
14
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limited creative steam for manifestation, but when we feel
passionate about something and it's a High Idea, and it's true to
our natures, and we will stand in Faith on that idea until it's done,
then we are really living according to how we really are, and it is
such a much more enormously rich life to live.
When you accomplish your treasured goal from that High
vantage point, you really know what you've done as a conscious
thinker, and you will be able to apply the Wisdom of Creation
over and over again.
You will know that you stood by the Truth, and it stood
by you, and you will now forever know the true greatness that
you are connected to and that you participate in. So, if your
passion doesn't measure up, if you are kind of lackadaisical about
your idea, ask God within, your Infinite Self, for a greater idea,
something you are impassioned about, for that very passion
coupled with your Perfect Faith in the Unlimited and Unbound
with which you are one gives you a power transcendent, a power
that cannot be stopped.
Seek always the Kingdom of Heaven within. This is
another profound statement of mystical Reality, and that you will
always hear from sages throughout time: “Seek ye first the
Kingdom of Heaven, and all things shall rise to meet you. All
good shall be yours.” That means going into the High Place in
your consciousness to perceive and receive of the lustrous
15
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Spiritual Truth about you, “I and the Father Are One”… and to
link up with that victorious power within you. It doesn’t matter
what your need is. Whether it is guidance in buying a perfect
new dress or item of clothing, scaling the heights of Mount
Olympus, or gaining more wisdom on a matter concerning you,
that power is the power that is always there to serve you for
whatever purposes, and it is equally there for each and every
purpose of meaning to you. It doesn’t say: I'm going to give you
so much for this and so much for that… and that is a better
purpose. No.
Anything that you want to attain is as important to the
Infinite Self of you as it is to you… for your well-being in all
things large and small. For you are One. All power backs you up.
Thus, always know and affirm that you are in the consciousness
of good and more… that the entire universe backs you up and
will find the most perfect way to deliver to you what it is that
you desire in your perfect Heart of Faith.
Seek the Kingdom of Heaven within until your idea is
fully developed and rings right and true for you. Now you see
how we are expanding our relationship with the Universal Mind
of Being, no longer thinking with just our individual minds and
having self-conversations. We are conversing with the real thing,
reaching upward to commune with the Divine Source of every
single manifestation there is. We are opening up and lifting the
scopes of our horizons to include greater vistas of Divine Ideas.
16
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Another aspect to be keenly aware of is that any idea
embodying settling for less, making do, compromise of good in
any way or of joy in your life is not for you. For God never says
to you; "I am short on stars today or short on light molecules
today." That field of Infinite Resource knows no limitation, no
shortage, no time of off-duty. There is no time off for the Infinite
Provider, nor any need of the same. There is no time where God
says, "Look, I need to take a rest. Don't bother me right now. I
am unavailable. Don't call.” Such a response is impossible, for
the Infinite Provider moves continuously by its very nature in
prolific action of increase and manifestation with effortless ease
and grace… not one sense of fatigue, of tiredness in any way…
for the fountain of life itself is ever manifesting, ever pouring
out.
We all have those moments when we get fatigued and
tired and this fatigue is from the suppression of all of those
conflicting thoughts that we are constantly suppressing. It is
only these negative notions that are bogging us down, causing
one to then have to go and sleep them off. We have to take a time
of rest from all those burdensome thoughts, impinging on the
luster of the Divinely Desirable Idea. Yet, in the Reality of the
pure Life of Spirit that all are, there is no such thing as lack of
enthusiasm. There is no such thing as lack of energy or
unavailability. There is only never-ending life expressing and
unfolding without obstruction, freely moving, and that pure
17
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Essence of the Divine Self is what you are really one with. And,
with just a little practice of tuning up to the Great Reality, you
can live with this effortless ease in the consciousness of the
completeness of being always and ever.
We are vigilant in our observation of the ideals and ideas
that we are using, and giving our great power to ~ ever looking
to free those ideas that may be lurking somewhere in
consciousness of restrictiveness. Wherever we find them, we
want to hold them up to the scrutiny of Divine Mind and
Ultimate Truth, i.e. “If it is not true for God, then it is not true for
me.”
When searching the sub-consciousness, be a good
detector. If you hear your own mind offering up a limitation to
you or you hear your mind falling into a pattern of giving up,
say, "No!" Be vigilant and replace it with a right idea for you.
For, in Truth ~ all there is ‘is’ God within you, God as you, the
great

power

of

the

universe

expressing

uniquely and

magnificently as you. All of your life goals and quests are goals
and quests of spirit.
Every noble aspiration is the Divine impulse that
continuously stirs within you, wanting to express, wanting to
make a great statement through your life about light.
Each life is dear, is beloved by the Infinite Source, and
whatever you are seeking, know that God within you wants that
18
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for you, wants to make a great statement about the Power and
Grace of life by means of you.
As

we

practice,

consciously,

continuously,

the

enhancement and embellishment and expansion of our good
ideas… what happens is that we become more and more one
with the cosmos, more and more harmonious, more and more
powerful and flowing, more and more reflecting in our lives the
great Truths, which we are.
Our entire molecular structure of being, our entire
vibratory pattern, raises now to joyous God-levels of being, and
we move with greater lightness, for we are that which cannot be
stuck. New and glorious levels of Freedom are attained, for we
are now one with that which cannot be bound. Crystal clarity
and discernment becomes ours. We cannot be deceived, nor
know defeat.
Now, we are actually living on Higher levels of Reality,
manifestors of the Great Reality of being.
I was reading in The Life and Teachings of the Masters
about the Crystal Race, a race of humankind that once was. And
in the Crystal Race, they knew no negative words. Just think
about it. Not a negative word was in their Webster's Dictionary,
not a negative thought. And they did not use negative words in
thought or speech. And they also lived in the totality of the now,
with no idea of past or future.
19
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They only recognized all of life, right here, right now, the
eternal, entire ever- presence of God being, the totality of life,
full and complete now, completely made manifest now.
Not some time later, yet Right Now.
Let this completely manifest body of creation work for
you. Know, when there is something that you desire, it is God-inyou saying; “I have it for you now.” It is the voice of the Divinein-you just waking you up. “I have this wonderful new good for
you now.” It was never intended that you wait and wait and wait.
Those of the purity of the Crystal Race didn't know about
waiting and waiting for Godot, nor denial of any sort or making
do. Those in the Crystal Race didn't know about past and future.
They didn't know about obstacles. They never thought about
them. These pure beings only knew all of manifest creation now
circulating throughout their being. And so, let it be for you.
Thus, practice developing the consciousness of your good
now, recognizing the presence of all good now, so that you may
accelerate your particular good, and bring it into being at once
and more Perfect than can be known. And think about this fact.
You could not even think about any good thing unless it was
already existing. You couldn't think about it, unless you already
knew that it was. So why go further? Why delay? Have it now,
embracing in heart and soul, even before it has appeared.
This is a great metaphysical concept to understand.
20
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How can we help God help us to realize greater levels of
liberty and fullness? As metaphysicians devoted to manifestation
of Highest Truth, strive to cultivate the consciousness that
recognizes: “All my good is now, all my good is now. It is
already manifest now.” And that is why in Treatment we say, "I
give thanks for it now." Here we are not trying to push it into
being, but recognizing that the Good sought is now.
It is incumbent upon us, in realizing complete freedom
and expansion, to consciously remove from all thoughts any
latent ideas of laborious time and space and distance. For in God,
all is simultaneous. All is now. All is created. Creation is now.
The ever-availability of creative responsive substance is now, not
some time later, not after God eats dinner, or after he takes care
of so-and-so and so-and-so and so-and-so.
When I was a child, I used to think that since I was the
oldest of seven that all my siblings had to get taken care of first.
That one had to get taken care of, and then that one, and then that
one, and then they would finally get around to me, so that
became my concept of God. One’s concept of God becomes
experience. When I realized that the Infinite could have as easily
fed all seven at the same time with no problem whatsoever, my
whole life changed. You see how all results rest in your idea.
We recognize the availability of creatively responsive
substance now, and in it, we claim we know that we live and
21
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move and have our being every so infinitely. We can never be
separated. We do not permit any event or any outer
circumstances to separate us from our right to goodness, our
right to the God life. And so we are in constant dialogue with the
omnipotent, all-capable source of our being through going
within. If we catch ourselves futurizing our good, as if the
Allness shall be sometime later, sometime down the line, we just
recognize that and re-affirm the Presence of that Good now.
Have you ever heard of the phrase; "Your ship will come
in.” My father used to say that to me: “I know your ship will
come in”, pointing to some future time. “It will come in.”
Although it definitely was a statement of his belief and Faith in
me, I finally nipped that in the bud, realizing the power of the
word and what that was really was saying, as I joyfully
announced, "It has landed, Dad. It is in." I nipped that in the bud,
for all is truly now.
And so, with every prayer, let us affirm this, too. “I
already have it. I know it is!”

“I know it is coming forth

perfectly.” No more futurizing for us.
For us our good is now, and we consciously bring our
good into the now, declaring that we realize it is all now and that
we have paved the way, knowing that we are prepared. We have
prepared the way to receive our good now. We are ready. We are
ready to welcome the new flow of bounty, to walk in it. For God
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would give us, now, of an Infinite Bounty, and its endless Ways
and Means, so realize ~ whatever good you're thinking on now,
after that has already taking place, there is much more on the
way, so we can never run out of good. Isn't that great to know?!
Cultivate a habit of acceptance and also making
conscious room to receive. Get ready. Have that inner mind that
is expecting that wonderful thing, and so here, at this elevated
level, you are properly conditioning the stage, where the event
can take place in ease. When you are preparing a stage for a
performance, the set and the props and the whole thing…this
preparation is so that the thing of the whole performance can
flow rightly within the language of the play. When you are
preparing your minds and setting the stage for the next greatest
phase of your life, in which you shall play a major and evolved
role, you want to fill it with good thoughts and feelings.
Clear out of your life anything that might act as an
obstruction to the perfect flow of good into your life, and then
keep affirming and recognizing, "It is now. It is now. All my
good is now! Thank you." And, so it shall be.
~
Now, let us close with an elevating meditation for each
one of us to put into practice what we've been speaking about, so
let us go within.
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CLOSING CENTERING MEDITATION
And each one, select an idea, a heart's desire that you've
been working on that perhaps you've been feeling separate from.
And let us ask our Higher Selves within for a greater, newer idea
here for us.
Now, whatever has come up for you, when it first comes
up, bring it all the way through in your mind's eye to total
blissful accomplishment, satisfaction, and beingness.
Resting now in the completeness of Divine Peace and
Satisfaction…we say Thank you, God, Spirit, for that which thou
hast revealed.
And So It Is!
~
Did that make a difference for you? Now, any time you
want to create the new, know this is the very starting point and
the actual act of creation. This is how we create, not by
struggling out there but by going within, and contemplating the
vision of good. Then we move into doingness. When we have the
Divine Impulse, we respond and move into right inspired action.
You see, it is a very different way. A very different way to be.
And I highly recommend it. I can't tell you how great it is to tune
up to the Divine Idea because it is very easy to get caught in
appearances, and so to keep ourselves at the right level to
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receive, we need to do a daily release, followed by constant
tuning-up to the purity of the Highest Divine Idea.
~
Let us once again go within now and do a closing I Am
Statement, allowing the words we speak to permeate all of being.
Right now, let each draw a deep breath, coming into the
center of all existence. At the perfect source of all being, All
Light, All Love…we say within:

SONGS OF ETERNITY EXCERPT
DECLARATIONS OF THE IMMORTAL SOUL OF GOD!
~
EXPANDING HORIZONS OF MIND!
(Daily Meditation for Centering Within)
~
I Am That I Am ~
And Right Now I Declare ~
I am at one… at peace. I live on the liberated forefront
and cusp of consciousness. Viewing its vast vistas of good with
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my soul, I accept no limitation for me in God… yet move with my
Divine Companion of Bliss, Fulfillment and Grace.
I pass continuously throughout Eternity, point to point,
experiencing, drawing in the breadth of infinite satisfaction and
countless, boundless horizons of being.
I am one with the pure action of Spirit.

And So It Is.
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Now that you have raised consciousness to understand the
Greatness with which you are one ~ Discover how to use
consciousness in the Highest and Best way…for sublime
manifestation each and every time.
~

For Infinite Horizons of Never Ending Splendor
Await Your Command!

*
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VISIT VOLUME II TO FIND OUT ALL
ABOUT
The Divine Manifesting Laws!
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HELPFUL INSTRUCTIONS FOR BEST USE
For strongest use of each talk provided, establish a major goal
you would like for yourself, not thinking of how this may be
accomplished or limiting in anyway.
Describe this goal to yourself in the most radiant detail, and then
simply write it out, Giving Thanks that it is being established in
the now and speaking in the present tense, i.e. “I Give Thanks I
now have_______ (Fill in and describe), I Give Thanks I now
Am________________ (Fill in and describe), I Give Thanks I
am now manifesting _________ (Fill in and describe), etc.
Refer to your wonderful goal often, as long as you are working
on any given talk. Whenever in doubt, simply turn within,
Giving Thanks and once again describing to yourself in
full. This definite action of spending quality time contemplating
your goal “as if you have it now” serves to build the new
prototype in your consciousness and heart, the new cup of
acceptance, and before you know it ~ there it is… right there in
your manifest world.

For further information on monthly articles and updates, Visit
our Archives: http://revdrlindadecoff.com
http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=2098 (Visit our New Thought
International Library to hear radio interviews, where Dr. Linda
was the featured guest of the day, speaking on her books).
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Visit all of Dr. Linda’s Books & CD’s on Amazon.com
For Complete Descriptions of all of Dr. Linda’s Books available
to reviewers and to enjoy Free Extensive Previews, Visit:
http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p=2229

*Dr. Linda most highly recommends that you obtain a copy
of “SONGS OF ETERNITY ~ Contemplations, Treatments
& Meditations On The Word Of God”, while you are working
on your DIVINE CONSCIOUSNESS SERIES of talks. Many
of the “I Am” Statements of this program and far more are
included in this book, along with brief instructions, related to
any particular talk. It is a most wonderful, condensed way to
quickly tune in to the consciousness necessary to obtain your
particular good.

Visit Dr. Linda’s You Tube Channel to hear full length talks and
meditations on various Higher Consciousness Themes. Or, enjoy
the many talk selections, featuring Dr. Linda at our New Thought
International Library on I Tunes.
~
*For those who wish to support our efforts in making such a rich
collection of works available to the public, contributions of any
amount are always most welcome and may be made on our
secure Pay Pal site. A receipt will be immediately supplied. To
visit: Simply click the Diamond below:
DONATE IN SUPPORT OF THE NEW THOUGHT
INTERNATIONAL LIBRARY
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ALL RICHEST BLESSINGS ~
LOVE & LIMITLESS LIGHT DIVINE ~
REVEREND DR. LINDA DE COFF

ENJOY COMPLETE DESCRIPTIONS & PREVIEWS OF DR.
LINDA’S GLOBAL DIVINE CONSCIOUSNESS SERIES. Simply
Click Book Titles.
BRIDGE OF THE GODS ~ THE GOLDEN PATHWAY TO YOUR
HIGHEST GOD SELF!
SONGS OF ETERNITY ~ CONTEMPLATIONS, TREATMENTS &
MEDITATIONS ON THE WORD OF GOD!
LIVING THE MIRACLE CONSCIOUSNESS! ~ Attaining The
Kingdom Of Heaven On Earth!
DIVINE ROMANCE & PERFECT PARTNERSHIP ~ The Immortal
Principles And Powers Of Divine Love!
DIVINE PROSPERITY ~ 12 Steps To Your Perfect Consciousness Of
Infinite & Eternal Supply!
MYSTICISM & ULTIMATE DIVINE HEALING PROCESSES ~
THE PERFECT PRINCIPLES & PATTERNS OF GOD!
IMMORTALITY NOW AND FOREVER ~ HOW TO LIVE
FOREVER IN YOUR DIVINE BODY OF LIGHT!
~
”You Cannot Be the Same on the Other Side of these Reads!” ~
“I Was Captivated From Page One!” Barry Finlay/Award Winning
Author/Kilimanjaro And Beyond!
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“These are amongst the Most Exquisite Books I have Ever Read!”
Alice Church/Literary Review
“Just reading one Chapter can lift you for an entire day!” Deborah
Beauvais/Producer/Dreamvisions 7/NBC Radio Boston
“These works should be included in the world’s library of most
glorious Spiritual Books!” Jeanne Latter/Producer & Director/Writer
for Stage and Screen

For those who wish to study Divine Principles and the Five Stages of
Spiritual Mind Treatment in depth, be sure and pick up a copy of
MYSTICISM & ULTIMATE DIVINE HEALING PROCESSES ~
The Perfect Principles and Patterns of God!
This consummate book provides all you will need to align with the
Perfect Christ Consciousness in you. Centered in this supreme
awareness of Divine Principle & Law, there will be nothing you cannot
achieve.
For Complete Description, Free Preview, and 5 Star Reviews ~ Visit
http://revdrlindadecoff.com/?p= 2198.
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SUMMARY DESCRIPTION
“ATTAINING DIVINE CONSCIOUSNESS”
VOLUMES I-IV

Each talk highlights a particular theme. Volume I concentrates
on the very first steps necessary for “Evolving Upwards In Mind” and
discovering the true Divine Essence of who you really are. These talks
will help you to set a new and radiant base line of connection within,
from which you may now manifest your every good and enjoy the
limitless bounty always available to you. Volume II follows with
exciting talks on the “Divine Creative Laws” and how to most
successfully manifest your good.
Each offering includes soaring meditation excerpts for your
daily use and for maintaining consciousness at the Highest Level, as
you continue to unfold the lustrous Truth of your limitless Divine
Nature ~ transcendent of all past influence, ever one with the Most
High.
To develop strong focus on the attainment of any goal, Dr.
Linda suggests that you write out in detail the optimum good you are
Giving Thanks for, even before you have received….always speaking
in the present tense and as if you have the thing desired right
now. This is a very important step for actualizing your most cherished
goals and for achieving quantum leaps never before
experienced. Gratitude – in – Advance is the yeast that raises the
dough, and there is nothing God-in-you cannot achieve.
For example: If you are wanting wonderful new work, begin
to Daily Give Thanks that you have a wonderful new position with
wonderful pay, and then describe to yourself the conditions that will
surround, thinking in terms of the most optimum conditions of
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wholeness, peace and fulfillment that you can conceive of, not
wondering how. This will form a prototype of Divine wholeness in
you, magnetic to optimum conditions of good; Follow this step with
your statement of Gratitude: “Thank you, God ~ I now have……..(Fill
in the Blanks)” for our word is Law and acts to magnetize to us what
we are focused on.
Thus, whenever you are working on a new subject, always
write out your “Gratitude-In-Advance”. And, as you then daily
reference your most constructive goal, and then say the heartfelt words
of your meditations, consciousness will strengthen and evolve to be at
the place where you need to be for your manifestation to come forth.
Let your journey of raising consciousness be a delightful
process ever upward, embracing the Kingdom of Bliss that has always
been yours, more fruitful than ever known.
In Divine Consciousness, there is no limit to how much you
can achieve.

LOVE & LIGHT PROFOUND, being the fullness of your Divine
Self!

REVEREND DR. LINDA DE COFF
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MASTER TALKS & TEACHINGS
VOLUME I
EXPANDING HORIZONS OF MIND

In Volume I of the Attaining Divine Consciousness Series, an
empowering Collection of the Inspirational Talks and
Meditations of The Reverend Dr. Linda De Coff is presented
for your utmost elevation in raising your mind to be “One
with the Mind of God”, the Perfect Mind that knows you
only as its cherished and Beloved Self!
Throughout each talk, Dr. Linda provides enlightening keys for raising
yourself everyday in every way to become the lustrous radiance of the
Divine Plan for you fulfilled.
~
The Reverend Dr. Linda is the noted founder of New Thought
International, Inc. ~ An Association of Global Centers for World Peace
& Enlightenment. She is also the celebrated author of the Original
Evolutionary Series ~ Global Divine Consciousness. All works are geared
to assist you to attain the next level in Spiritual Evolution for the most
beneficent advancement of every aspect of your life.
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